About Lotico

Welcome to lotico - an open, distributed community. Augmented by a Semantic Social Network that brings Location, Time, Community and concepts together for You and more than 79,000 members worldwide.

lotico develops and promotes standards, and cooperates closely with standard groups in particular with regards to Semantic Web technologies and data on the web.
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Lotico (LTCo)

**Description:**

lotico.com is your gateway to an open community that shares a common interest in Data on the Web and the Semantic Web vision, a common framework for data to be shared and reused across applications, platforms and community boundaries. If you live, work or visit a location with an active community and you are interested to participate you are welcome to join.

**Stakeholder(s):**

Marco Neumann: Organizer

Lotico Local Community Groups

Berlin

Boston: Organizer: Marco Neumann ~ Meet local people interested in the Semantic Web, an initiative by the W3C to make the web "one giant database": The Data Web. We address topics such as RDF, RDFS, OWL and applications that help to develop or already use ontologies, controlled vocabularies and rule systems in the enterprise and/or on the open World Wide Web. Furthermore we have a keen interest in business models for Semantic Web start-ups. The meetup format is very much inspired by my experience with foafcamp and unconference style community events. The Lotico Boston Semantic Web community is part of a global community that runs events around the world ...
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**Vision**

Data is shared and reused across applications, platforms and community boundaries

**Mission**

To bring Location, Time, Community and concepts together
Values

Location
Time
Community
Standards

Develop and promote standards

Data & Semantics

Cooperate with standard groups with regards to Semantic Web technologies and data on the web

Stakeholder(s):
Standard Groups
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